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Engineering of Micro/Nano Biosystems: Fundamentals & Applications (Microtechnology and MEMS)Springer, 2019

	
		This tutorial book offers an in-depth overview of the fundamental principles of micro/nano technologies and devices related to sensing, actuation and diagnosis in fluidics and biosystems. Research in the MEMS/NEMS and lab-on-chip fields has seen rapid growth in both academic and industrial domains, as these biodevices and...
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MEMS Mechanical SensorsArtech House Publishers, 2004
               With this practical guide to design tools and packaging, professionals and academics can create the sensors they need for a complete range of next generation applications. 

           Here's the book to keep handy when you have to overcome obstacles in design, simulation,...
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Fusion: An Introduction to the Physics and Technology of Magnetic Confinement FusionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010
This second edition of a popular textbook is thoroughly revised with around 25% new and updated content.

It provides an introduction to both plasma physics and fusion technology at a level that can be understood by advanced undergraduates and graduate students in the physical sciences and related engineering disciplines.

As such,...
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Digital Filters and Signal Processing in Electronic Engineering: Theory, Applications, Architecture, Code (Woodhead Publishing Series in Optical and Electronic Materials)Woodhead Publishing, 1998

	From industrial and teaching experience the authors provide a blend of theory and practice of digital signal processing (DSP) for advanced undergraduate and post-graduate engineers reading electronics. This fast-moving, developing area is driven by the information technology revolution. It is a source book in research and development for...
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Switching Power Supply Design, 3rd Ed.McGraw-Hill, 2009

	The World's #1 Guide to Power Supply Design Now Updated!


	Recognized worldwide as the definitive guide to power supply design for over 25 years, Switching Power Supply Design has been updated to cover the latest innovations in technology, materials, and components. This Third Edition presents the basic...
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Hard Disk Drive: Mechatronics and Control (Control Engineering)CRC Press, 2006
The hard disk drive (HDD) is an excellent example of the practical application of precision mechatronics. Hard Disk Drive: Mechatronics and Control describes the control aspects of an HDD, explains difficulties faced by designers, provides solutions, and highlights challenges of future-generation drives. Combining academic interests with...
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Database Annotation in Molecular Biology: Principles and PracticeJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Two factors dominate current molecular biology: the amount of raw data is increasing very rapidly and successful applications in biomedical research require carefully curated and annotated databases.  The quality of the data - especially nucleic acid sequences - is satisfactory; however, annotations depend on features inferred from the data...
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MRI Handbook: MR Physics, Patient Positioning, and ProtocolsSpringer, 2011

	This book presents a concise review of the physical principles underlying magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), explaining MR physics, patient positioning, and protocols. Separate chapters cover the central nervous, musculoskeletal, and cardiovascular systems.
...
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Clinical Neuroanatomy, 26th EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2009

	Learn the essential aspects of neuroanatomy and its clinical relevance with the field's most concise, trusted, and effective text


	For more than seventy years, Clinical Neuroanatomy has delivered a streamlined, comprehensive, and easy-to-remember synopsis of neuroanatomy and its functional and clinical...
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The Physics of Information TechnologyCambridge University Press, 2000
"...throughout the text, Gershenfeld retains much of the conversational tone and spontaneity of a lecture. At its best, this makes for enjoyable reading, with interesting tidbits and asides that enliven the discussions....Gershenfeld's book will be valuable for physical scientists looking for an enjoyable introduction to the information...
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Biophysical Techniques in Photosynthesis (Advances in Photosynthesis and Respiration)Springer, 1996


	Progress in photosynthesis research is strongly dependent on instrumentation. It is therefore not surprising

	that the impressive advances that have been made in recent decades are paralleled by equally

	impressive advances in sensitivity and sophistication of physical equipment and methods. This trend

	started already shortly after...
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High-Throughput Image Reconstruction and Analysis (Bioinformatics & Biomedical Imaging)Artech House Publishers, 2009

	Progress in biology is dependent on the ability to observe, measure, and model the behavior of organisms at multiple levels of abstraction, from the microscopic to the macroscopic. There has been a tremendous growth recently in the techniques to probe the structure and workings of cellular and organ-level mechanisms. Significant advances have...
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